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In situ evidence of magnetic reconnection
in turbulent plasma
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Magnetic reconnection is a universal process leading to energy
conversion in plasmas1. It occurs in the Solar System2–7,
in laboratory plasmas8 and is important in astrophysics9,10.
Reconnection has been observed so far only at large-scale
boundaries between different plasma environments4–8. It is
not known whether reconnection occurs and is important in
turbulent plasmas where many small-scale boundaries can form.
Solar11 and laboratory12 measurements as well as numerical
simulations13–16 indicate such possibility. Here we report, for the
first time, in situ evidence of reconnection in a turbulent plasma.
The turbulent environment is the solar wind downstream of
the Earth’s bow shock. We show that reconnection is fast
and electromagnetic energy is converted into heating and
acceleration of particles. This has significant implications for
laboratory and astrophysical plasmas where both turbulence and
reconnection should be common.

The Earth’s bow shock forms owing to the interaction of
the Earth’s magnetosphere with the solar-wind flow17. The region
downstream of the bow shock, the magnetosheath, is one of
the most turbulent environments in the near-Earth space. The
turbulence is stronger when the magnetic field in the solar wind
is directed approximately along the shock normal, the so-called
quasi-parallel shock18. Downstream of the quasi-parallel shock,
large-amplitude fluctuations in density and magnetic field have
been observed18 and thin current sheets are likely to form. Magnetic
reconnection is easily initiated in thin current sheets19. Therefore,
the magnetosheath is an ideal laboratory to study in situ magnetic
reconnection in a turbulent plasma. Here we present, for the first
time, in situ evidence of magnetic reconnection in a turbulent
plasma using spacecraft observations in a thin current sheet found
in the magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-parallel shock. We
show that reconnection is important for heating and acceleration
of particles in turbulent plasma.

We analyse four Cluster spacecraft20 data from 27 March 2002.
Figure 1a shows the spacecraft orbit. The spacecraft separation for
this event is about 100 km. Figure 1b shows a schematic diagram
of how thin current sheets could be formed in the turbulent
plasma downstream of the quasi-parallel shock, together with a
schematic diagram of magnetic reconnection. Figure 2 shows an
overview of plasma and magnetic-field observations. The spacecraft
cross the bow shock around 09:35 universal time. Between 09:35
and 11:00, the spacecraft are in the magnetosheath downstream
of the quasi-parallel shock, the angle between the interplanetary
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Figure 1 The quasi-parallel bow-shock crossing. a, Spacecraft orbit (red line).
b, Schematic diagram of the current-sheet formation between magnetic islands and
of magnetic reconnection in the current sheet. GSE: geocentric solar ecliptic
coordinate system.
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Figure 2 Overview of the quasi-parallel shock crossing. a, Spectrogram of the
ion differential energy flux. b, Ion density, n. c, Magnitude of the magnetic field, B.
d, Zoom-in of the BZ component of the magnetic field in the time interval
10:16:00–10:17:30. The BZ component of the magnetic field is the component
exhibiting the largest changes and it is expressed in the GSE coordinate system
shown in Fig. 1a. The zero level in d is indicated by a grey horizontal line. The thin
current sheets are observed in the time interval 09:45–10:50 indicated by the red
horizontal bars. In this region, strong fluctuations in density and magnetic field and
accelerated and heated ions are observed.

magnetic field and the normal to the shock is 10◦ < θ < 30◦.
This highly turbulent region is characterized by substantial ion
heating and acceleration, Fig. 2a, together with strong fluctuations
both in the density, Fig. 2b, and in the magnitude of the magnetic
field, Fig. 2c. The detailed properties of the turbulence for this
region will be discussed in a separate publication (D.S., A.R.,
A.V. and S. D. Bale, manuscript in preparation). Around 11:00,
the shock changes from quasi-parallel to quasi-perpendicular
(θ > 50◦), the fluctuations in density and magnetic field become
smaller and the high-energy ions (>10 keV) disappear. Many
thin current sheets with a typical width of a few ion inertial
lengths, li, are found in the magnetosheath downstream of the
quasi-parallel shock during the time interval 09:45–10:50 but not
downstream of the quasi-perpendicular shock. These observations
indicate that the thin current sheets only form in the region
with the strongest turbulence. As an example, Fig. 2d shows nine
thin current sheets (colour shaded) over a 1.5 min interval. The
current sheet around 10:16:52 (blue shaded) is analysed in detail
in this paper to provide evidence of reconnection. Figure 3 shows
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Figure 3 Four-spacecraft SC/1 to SC/4 magnetic-field observations of the thin
current sheet. a, Reconnecting component, BL. b, Out-of-plane component, BM.
c, Normal component, BN. d, Magnitude of the magnetic field, B. The different
colours indicate different spacecraft. The zero level in a–c is indicated by a grey
horizontal line. The magnetic-field components are plotted in the current-sheet
coordinate system NML described in Fig. 1b. L= [0.36 0.12 0.94] GSE is the
direction of maximum variance of the magnetic field. The time delays between the
current-sheet crossings give Vcs ≈−200N km s−1, where N=[0.94 0.11 −0.39]
GSE is the normal direction to the current sheet. M= L×N is the direction
out-of-plane in Fig. 1b. The time series have been shifted with respect to SC/1 using
the time delays between spacecraft so that the observations are in the
current-sheet frame.

four-spacecraft magnetic-field observations of the current sheet
around 10:16:52. The magnetic-field components are plotted in
the local current-sheet coordinate system NML. This coordinate
system is obtained by combining the minimum variance analysis21

with multi-spacecraft timing22 of the magnetic field under the
assumption of a stationary and planar current sheet moving at
constant velocity, Vcs, along its normal direction, N. The multi-
spacecraft timing gives Vcs ≈ 200 km s−1. The duration of the
current-sheet crossing 10:16:52.4–52.9 is 0.5 s, which corresponds
to a current-sheet thickness in the normal direction of about
100 km ≈ 1li, obtained using Vcs. The four spacecraft all observe
similar magnetic field during the current-sheet crossing, thus
indicating that the current sheet is planar over the spacecraft
separation ∼li and time stationary on a timescale of ∼1 s,
which is approximately one ion gyroperiod. Observations in Fig. 3
suggest that the spacecraft cross the current sheet during ongoing
reconnection and very close to the X-line where reconnection
is initiated, the so-called ion diffusion region. In the diffusion
region, the electrons move together with the magnetic-field lines
at the E × B/B2 velocity, whereas the ions do not, so that Hall
magnetic field, BM, and electric field, EN, are created, as shown in
the schematic diagram in Fig. 1b and expected from models and
simulations19,23,24 and from previous observations7,8,25,26. Figure 3b
shows that, for all of the spacecraft, the out-of-plane component,
BM, has a bipolar signature consistent with Hall magnetic field,
whereas the maximum variance component, BL, reverses across the
current sheet, Fig. 3a, and the magnitude of the magnetic field, B,
has a deep minimum in the centre, Fig. 3d. BN is slightly varying
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but on average negative, Fig. 3c, as is expected during reconnection
and discussed below.

To provide evidence of magnetic reconnection, Fig. 4 shows
combined observations of density and electric and magnetic fields
for spacecraft 4. Magnetic reconnection is ongoing when there is
an electric field at the X-line locally tangential to it23. Thus, for a
two-dimensional geometry such as the one in Fig. 1b, the strongest
evidence of reconnection is an electric field in the out-of-plane
direction, Ecs,M < 0, together with a normal magnetic field, BN �= 0.
Ecs,M is an absolute measure of the reconnection rate. The tangential
electric field, Ecs,M, measured in the current-sheet reference frame,
Fig. 4f, is varying but on average Ecs,M ≈ −0.5 mV m−1. The
condition Ecs,M < 0 corresponds to plasma inflow towards the
X-line from both sides of the current sheet at the velocity
Vin = VE×B,N = (E×B/B2)N � Ecs,M/BL � 25 km s−1 in the normal
direction, see Fig. 4l where the vertical scale has been chosen
so that this inflow can be clearly seen. In the centre of the
current sheet, VE×B,N becomes very large reaching values of up to
200−300 km s−1 (not shown). This is consistent with conservation
of the magnetic flux transported across the current sheet (when B
gets small VE×B,N should increase) but it could also be due to a local
enhancement of the reconnection rate or to the spacecraft crossing
the electron diffusion region, Fig. 1b, where the electrons do not
move with the E × B/B2 field-line velocity. We can estimate the
dimensionless reconnection rate defined as R = Vin/VA, where VA

is the Alfvén velocity on both sides of the current sheet. We find
R ≈ 0.1, implying that magnetic reconnection is fast, in agreement
with numerical simulations19 and previous observations26. BN �= 0
indicates that the two sides are magnetically connected, implying
that the topology of the magnetic field has changed at the X-line.
The normal magnetic field, Fig. 4c, is slightly varying but on
average BN ≈ −1 nT.

During reconnection, electromagnetic energy is converted
into kinetic and thermal energy of the plasma1. Thus, plasma
acceleration away from the X-line and plasma heating also strongly
substantiate ongoing reconnection. Figure 4i shows that E · j > 0
within the current sheet and thus electromagnetic energy is
converted into kinetic and thermal energy of the plasma, the
average value E ·j ≈ 1 nW m−3. Electrons are accelerated away from
the X-line at velocity VE×B,L that is up to about 2VA, see Fig. 4j.
Such velocities are expected from numerical simulations19, which
show that electrons and ions are respectively super-alfvenic and
sub-alfvenic in the ion diffusion region, whereas away from it they
move together at the Alfvén speed. Electron heating can be seen in
Fig. 4m. The spectrogram of the differential energy flux, dEF, shows
that the thermal energy of the electrons, which is approximately the
energy corresponding to the maximum dEF, increases in the centre
of the current sheet with respect to both sides.

The evidence of crossing the ion diffusion region is
the observations of a bifurcated current sheet and of the
Hall magnetic and electric fields, expected during symmetric
reconnection7,8,19,23–26. The change in the reconnecting component,
BL (Fig. 4a), occurs in two main steps, thus indicating that the
current sheet is bifurcated, as also seen in the out-of-plane current,
jM (Fig. 4h). The current shows two peaks at the edges of the
current sheet consistent with the two peaks in the out-of-plane
velocity of the electrons VE×B,M, see Fig. 4k. In the centre of the
current sheet, jM is not consistent with −VE×B,M either because
the jM is mainly parallel to B there and the electron parallel
velocity cannot be measured or because the spacecraft is crossing
the electron diffusion region. BM, Fig. 4b, has the typical Hall
bipolar signature expected in the ion diffusion region. B, Fig. 4d,
decreases in the centre of the current sheet down to very close
to the magnetic null, 1.5 nT, consistent with the spacecraft being
close to the X-line in symmetric reconnection. The normal Hall
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Figure 4 SC/4 high-resolution observations of the thin current sheet.
a, Reconnecting component, BL. b, Out-of-plane component, BM. c, Normal
component, BN. d, Magnitude of the magnetic field, B. e, Plasma density, n.
f, Tangential electric field, Ecs,M, in the current-sheet frame. g, Normal electric field,
EN. h, Out-of-plane current, jM, calculated from single-spacecraft magnetic-field
measurements using Ampere’s law. i, E·j in the current-sheet frame.
j, L component of the E×B/B 2 flow. k, M component of the E×B/B 2 flow.
l, N component of the E×B/B 2 flow. m, Spectrogram of the electron differential
energy flux, dEF. The spectrogram is obtained by integrating two-dimensional cuts of
the electron distribution function measured every 120 ms. The velocity from the
electron detectors cannot be used in this study because it is measured only every
4 s (the velocity calculations require the full three-dimensional distribution function).
The zero level in each panel is indicated by a grey horizontal line. The components
of E and B are plotted with different vertical scales. The two sides of the current
sheet have approximately the same density and magnetic field. The plasma
parameters on both sides of the current sheet are n= 7 cm−3, B= 25 nT, ion
temperature Ti = 200 eV and electron temperature Te = 50 eV, which give ion
inertial length li � 90 km, ion gyroradius ρ i � 80 km, Alfvén velocity
VA � 200 km s−1 and β � 1. The ion and electron temperatures are measured by
particle detectors. The duration of the current-sheet crossing 10:16:51.9–52.4 is
0.5 s corresponding to a current-sheet thickness ≈ 1li .
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electric field, EN (Fig. 4g), points on both sides towards the centre
of the current sheet. There is a slight asymmetry between the
two sides of the current sheet, EN is stronger (up to 8 mV m−1)
on the left side (in addition, the BM component is stronger
there). The electric potential drop across EN on the left side of
the current sheet (calculated between 16:51:95 and 16:52:15) is
about ∼100 V. A proton accelerated through such a potential jump
gets a velocity ∼150 km s−1 ≈ VA, that is, the expected velocity
for ions outflowing away from the X-line. The observations are
consistent with a crossing of the diffusion region south of the
X-line as shown in Fig. 1b, namely BN < 0, the sign of the bipolar
BM and VE×B,L < 0.

The observations in Fig. 4 together with multi-spacecraft
observations in Fig. 3 provide evidence that the Cluster spacecraft
are crossing the ion diffusion region during ongoing magnetic
reconnection. The strongest evidence that reconnection is ongoing
comes from the measurements of tangential electric field, normal
magnetic field, plasma flows and thermal energy of the electrons,
which show the plasma inflow and outflow in the reconnection
region, the magnetic connection between both sides of the current
sheet and the plasma heating during reconnection. The evidence for
crossing the ion diffusion region is the Hall magnetic and electric
fields. These results, combined with the fact that the reconnecting
current sheet is found in the turbulent terrestrial magnetosheath,
show, for the first time, in situ evidence of magnetic reconnection
in a turbulent plasma. We clearly show that reconnection acts
as an electromagnetic energy conversion mechanism as E · j > 0,
in particular we prove that electromagnetic energy is dissipated
into heating of the turbulent plasma because the thermal energy
of the electrons is increased. We also show that magnetic
reconnection in turbulent plasma is fast. Our findings have
important implications for laboratory and astrophysical plasmas,
where magnetic reconnection and turbulence are ubiquitous and
turbulent reconnection should be common.

Finally, we discuss the possible relevance of turbulent
reconnection in generating high-energy ions and electrons,
which is suggested by the observation of high-energy ions
(>10 keV ≈ 50 kBTi) in Fig. 2a. In situ observations27 indicate
the absence of high-energy ions and electrons in the solar
wind, where reconnection creates large-scale reconnection X-lines.
However, high-energy electrons have been found in the terrestrial
magnetotail28, where reconnection is often localized within many
small-scale magnetic islands. This is also indicated by numerical
simulations29,30. We speculate that in a turbulent plasma, magnetic
reconnection does not develop large-scale X-lines such as those
at the terrestrial magnetopause31 or in the solar wind5, but
instead it is most likely localized. If the production of high-energy
particles occurs during localized small-scale reconnection, then
particle acceleration to high energies should be common during
turbulent reconnection. This can have important implications for
particle acceleration in astrophysical plasmas, for example, for
cosmic-ray acceleration10. However, to quantitatively assess particle
acceleration due to turbulent reconnection, particle detectors
with higher sensitivity and time resolution than those onboard

Cluster are needed, such as those planned onboard the future
mission NASA/MMS.
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